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From New York Times and USA Today’s Best Seller, L Wilder â “ Summer Storm: A Satanâ€™s Fury Novella is the introduction to her new Satanâ€™s Fury MC Series. After years of making plans and fundraising, Allieâ€™s dream is finally coming true; sheâ€™s getting her Youth Center. She just needs to find the right contractor to make her dream a reality. Satanâ€™s Fury MC is on the hunt for Tony, the man that stole from their club. When Guardrail, the clubâ€™s VP, sees Allieâ€™s ad in the paper, he knows she is the key to tracking down her brother. The MC is counting on Guardrail to do whatever it takes to get Tony, even if that means lying about who he really is. As their connection grows, Guardrail finds himself falling for the one person he canâ€™t have. He wasnâ€™t expecting her to be so beautiful. He wasnâ€™t expecting her to steal his heart. Will she ever be able to forgive him for his lies? Or will their love get lost in the storm? Warning: This book is intended for readers 18 years or older due to bad language, violence and explicit sex scenes. ***This book was included in the Summer Fire Boxed Set that released in May.
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Customer Reviews

***I won this from L Wilder off a FB post.****L Wilder, you hit another home run!! You are a master at
writing sensually rugged biker bad boys that I can't get enough of!!! You can tell when reading anything by L Wilder, that she writes with her heart and just loves her characters!!! Oh Allie and Kane!!! I'm in love with these two!!! Allie is just as strong as any of the female leads from A Devil Chaser's MC series!! She is just vulnerable enough, yet independent enough to know when to stand up for what she believes in yet understand when things aren't as she wishes and can accept help when needed. Kane is such a strong, possessive, alpha biker bad boy, yet he has this side that is for Allie only!! For Allie, he is strong, sensual, caring, protective and comforting. She feels at peace and calm with him. Yet he can be a force to be reckoned with as Allie’s brother, Tony, knows all to well. I can’t wait to read more on these two lovers as we get further into A Satan’s Fury MC series. I also look forward to learning more on Maverick, I remember him from A Devil Chaser’s MC, and remember wanting a good woman for him!!!! L Wilder, thank you, thank you, thank you for writing such great bad a** love stories!!! I look forward to many more excellent books!!

OMG! This was one hott read. Kane and Allie are one combustible couple. Little does she know he has gotten close to her for certain reasons. But when these two meet little did they know how much they would be attracted to one another. Will someone she trusted put her in grave danger and will Kane be able to save her?

This was a very short but entertaining read. A nice start for this MC series, it introduced us to all of the characters that I hope to see get their own books somewhere down the line. This story was about Kane aka Guardrail and Allie. The two meet because Allie’s brother has betrayed the MC and Guardrail and the rest of his brothers feel Allie is the best way to get to him. She however is not aware of her brother’s involvement with or betrayal of the club, nor the fact that she is being used to get to him. However, she is developing feelings for Guardrail with every exchanged email sent under the guise of contractor work and every interaction personally once they meet. And Guardrail is forming feelings for her too. The question is if their relationship can last once the truth is revealed. I really liked Guardrail and all of his alpha goodness. He was developed very well for such a short story and managed to be protective, caring and sexy all less than 100 pages. I also really liked Allie. She attempts to be there for her brother despite everything that has been pulling them in different directions since they were younger. Even when he wasn’t deserving she tried to show her loyalty. I’m glad however that she showed such strong moral character and there are certain things she wouldn’t do for him and wouldn’t allow him to do. I recommend this quick series starter and am very excited to jump into the next book about this very interesting MC.
Family drama stinks!!!! And betrayal is the worst. Sallie lost her parents at an early age. All she has left was her brother and even he’s not all that great. She’s working for children services and that is where she meets Kane. She thinks he’s a contractor wanting to bid on a job......he is but that’s not all he is after. He is after revenge against her brother for what he did to his MC. When the truth comes out...will they be able to get past it. I loved Kane.....he was so strong....and sexy...and went right for what he wanted!!!! Need more of this series!!!!!

Well I am delighted that I read the story of Kane and Lilly as well. Now, I wish there was a book about cotton and Cassidy as,well. I want to know their story as well. Would be awesome.Thanks Ms. Wilder love every single one of you’re books.Huge fan - Hengy

Allie and Guardrail are on a collision course when he is after her brother for stealing from his Club and she is the one they know he turns to in his time of need. Allie needs a contractor for the non-profit she works for and Guardrail offers up his Club’s services in order to get to know her. Guardrail knows that her brother, Tony, will get in contact with her sooner or later and they can then settle their score with him. Allie really was pretty gullible and didn’t even question Guardrail’s connection to a Club. She blindly went into this not knowing that she was being used. Her brother was sketchy and a user and Guardrail did step up to protect her. In order to love this book you have to be a fan of insta-love so be warned.

It was good, but to short. The author could’ve really expounded on the beginning of their relationship or even given more to The brother/sister storyline. It felt rushed and Allie seemed like a weak character. I would’ve liked some anger and maybe some feelings of betrayal on her part. I get that this was an introduction to the series, I’m hopeful that the next one will be better.

I loved it!! I am so excited for the Satan’s Fury series now! Kane and Allie met in an unconventional way, and sparks start to fly even before they met. They had chemistry that neither of them could deny, but the issues with her brother and the Satan’s Fury club may tear them apart. This book has a HEA and was a great lead into Maverick’s story and the new series! leaving me wanting more...NOW!! Please hurry! ** FYI ACCORDING TO MY KINDLE, IT’s really 110 pages! **
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